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A gathering of soundscapes recorded on a Phillips Cassette tape in 1979 at Rocío (Huelva, Spain) by Josep Mº 
Comelles. Recovered and remastered in 2012 by Edu Comelles.

Accompanying text by Josep Mº Comelles PhD and translated into english by Xavier Allué.



I arrived to “El Rocío” (The Dew, in Spanish) for the first time in September 1978. Coming by car from Tarragona. It was 
dark when I approached the road from Almonte to “El Rocío”. An endless straight line flanked by shadows. No vehicles. 

The shadows faded at the end of the forest and the road. The starlight bordered a clear sky. At the end some flickering 

yellow lights. “El Rocío”. Turn left onto a street flanked by some light muzzles. The pavement disappears and I navigate 
over soft sand that overtakes the car. Tailgating the car trembles in the sand to a huge square cut of by eucalyptus that 

reach the sky. Second street on the right. Make no mistake. Take a turn, stop, turn off the engine, open the door. 
Thousands of frogs and bullfrog fill the black night screaming.

I have never forgotten my first impression on the “El Rocío”. It was a raucous croaking silence of water creatures. Then I 
lived in “La Aldea” several months and got used to the fascinating silence of the marsh, only marred by the winds from 

the sea, by the rattling of tractors, by the scream of a neighbor. At night, again the croaking and croaking. Time passed 
and the week of the procession closed in slowly. Colleagues came to see what festivals were even then "real", not variety 

shows where locals dress up. We thought it was worth filming in super8. The two hours of film, today you restore images, 

carefully preserved by a professional telecine that have great ethnographic value, since this film is the most complete 
preserved from that time.

Initially, did not think about the sound. The first year we realized that the sound of “El Rocío” - still not called soundscape 

- was baffling and fascinating: charrés bells, the hoof beat of the horses on the sand, the buzz of conversation, the 

distant drum and bagpipes, the singing monodic, shocking, of a fandango de Huelva, raucous singing of popular 
sevillanas  with drum, bagpipe and “cañas”, reeds that mimic castanetes, tac, tac, tac ... tac, tac, tac. La Marcha Real  

badly interpreted by an orchestra mounted on a trailer drum while that crowd yelled: “Guapa”,  Beautiful!, Beautiful!, 
Beautiful!, Nice!, Nice!, Nice!. A hermitage particularly noisy, white in its simplicity that enhanced echoes and 

reverberations of private prayer and hailmaries. The background noise of the crowd in the chapel before the jump of the 

fence. The camera took care of recording the images, but no the sound. The second year we thought that image alone 
was not enough. It was necessary to get the sound. Our phonograph was to be poor, "cassettes" Philips that had 

mothballed the tape recorders at the expense of monoaural sound  with a pitiful quality because the tapes were a third 
of the professionals. No directional microphones, no giraffes, no zeppelins nor anything. Then the resulting cassette was 

homemade edited and once the process was over the descriptive audio was added over the left or right channel of a 

stereo recorder. The three resulting cassettes had to be recorded on the magnetic stripe sound that clung to the super8 
film, the four or five millimeters of the band went to a track of a millimeter wide. It sounded, that's saying something ...

Thirty years later that old super8 tape was re recorded manually in order to be digitally edited. The original intention was 

merely a teaser image from two hours of footage. Soon I thought it was better to work more seriously and recovered a 

coil of 30 minutes I reduced to 20. I had the original tapes. When I asked Edu Comelles to look it over and see what 
could be used, he listened them and said no, that was just noise. So I decided I could explain the images with songs 

without the soundtrack. “Almonteño, let me take her with you” was my second job in video editing, in 2008. Clumsy, with 
a bad copy filmed without original sound. Yet the images are still alive.

Not sure why Edu Comelles thought that those noises clumsily recorded between 1979 and 1981 have some value. I 
hear and I am fascinated by that are the echoes of a lost time, for me are as if in a loop of a sound universe someone 

grasped full of noise and interference, but that refers to a time and a past  that, outside this video footage and audio, 
there is very little in our heritage.

Josep Mº Comelles



Tracklist:

1. Intro
2. Campanas
3. Tambores
4. Himno
5.   Viva La Blanca Paloma!

6.   Hermandades Pasando Por la Ermita
7.   Himno II
8.   Guapa!
9.   Cantos y Campanas

Total Lenght: 17:47 min


